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Founded by Reyansh Verma, Into Exim is known for its exceptional customer service and client-
centric approach. Since Into Exim began, Reyansh Verma has believed in setting up a culture
focusing on building long-term relationships with its clients by understanding their needs and
providing customized solutions. Under the guidance of Reyansh Verma, the team of professionals
at Into Exim is experienced in international trade and is well-equipped to handle all aspects of the
import-export business.

Into Exim was founded by Reyansh Verma at the age of just 21. He is a young and dynamic
entrepreneur who identified a major issue in the import-export market. The market was mainly
dominated by old business sharks who lacked transparency in their dealings. This led to a lack of
trust among buyers and suppliers, which often resulted in disputes and legal issues. The young
entrepreneur Reyansh Verma saw an opportunity to create a company that was transparent in its
dealings and focused on building long-term relationships with its clients. This led to the birth of
Into Exim, which is known for its ethical business practices and transparency.

Reyansh Verma has ensured that his company has a strong network of suppliers and buyers,
enabling it to offer competitive product prices. Into Exim ensures that all products are of the
highest quality and meet international standards. The company also handles all the necessary
documentation and logistics in the import-export process.

Into Exim's commitment to ethical business practices is one of its core values as set up by the
founder Reyansh Verma. The company believes in conducting business fairly, transparently, and
responsibly. To achieve this, Into Exim ensures that all its suppliers and buyers follow the same
ethical standards as the company. The company also takes care of all legal compliance
requirements related to international trade, ensuring that all transactions are conducted in
accordance with the relevant laws and regulations. This approach helps the company build trust
with its clients and ensures that its operations are sustainable and contribute positively to society.

The company offers a wide range of export and import products, including agriculture, food and
beverage, industrial equipment, and consumer goods. Into Exim also specializes in customizing
products based on the specific requirements of its clients.

In addition to its export-import services, Into Exim also provides consultation services to
businesses looking to enter the international market. The company helps its clients navigate the
complexities of international trade and provides them with insights and guidance to help them
succeed.

Businesses looking for a reliable and trustworthy partner for their import-export needs can
consider Into Exim as an ideal choice.
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India’s arms import declines 11% but remains top importer among nations: SIPRI

South Korea import prices fall in Feb for first time in two years

Ukraine Ranks 3rd Globally In Arms Import

Russian oil flows rebound as India snaps up more pacific cargoes
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https://www.outlookindia.com/business/govt-to-come-up-with-58-quality-control-orders-to-stop-imports-of-sub-standard-goods-news-267367
https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/mumbai-news/cash-transfer-crop-insurance-govt-announces-slew-of-schemes-for-farming-community-101678392269095.html
https://www.zeebiz.com/india/news-india-russia-oil-import-brent-crude-oil-price-iraq-saudi-arabia-russia-ukraine-war-india-oil-import-224596
https://www.thestatesman.com/business/india-to-manufacture-usd-300-billion-electronic-goods-by-2026-rajeev-chandrasekhar-1503159518.html


The cabinet has permitted neighboring country Bhutan to use Bangladesh's land and sea ports for
the country's import and export yesterday.

The approval came from a cabinet meeting chaired by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina at her office
today.

"Bhutan is a landlocked country. They have no river or sea port of their own for import-export.
Therefore, they get similar opportunities from India also. Now they are getting an opportunity to
use Bangladesh's land and ports," said Cabinet Secretary Mahbub Hossain after the meeting at the
Secretariat.

Mentioning that Bhutan can use Bangladesh's land and ports for import-export under this
agreement, the secretary said, "After signing, this agreement will be sent to the National Board of
Revenue (NBR) now. Then NBR will decide the rate of revenue for them (Bhutanese vehicles)."
"After finalising everything, the agreement will be signed," he added.

At present, Bangladesh has a transit agreement with India which permits the neighboring country
to use some sea ports and roads of Bangladesh.
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